The 2014

Sprinter Passenger Van

First-class style, safety and comfort.
With room for 12 (11+1), the Sprinter Passenger Van features an
impressive interior standing height of up to 6'4" that gives everyone
plenty of room to move. Mercedes-Benz engineers added the most
advanced safety features to protect you, your passengers—and your
business. There’s also a spacious rear storage area, low step-in height,
three- and four-seat benches as well as optional rear air-conditioning
for transportation without perspiration.

Delivering up to 18%1 greater fuel efficiency, the Sprinter’s new
standard 2-stage turbo diesel engine2 also offers spirited
performance. Combine that with a quick-shifting new 7-speed
7G-TRONIC transmission and enjoy acceleration that’s both
smooth and refined. Add it all up—impressive capabilities, greater
reliability and reduced ownership costs—and you’ll see how the
Sprinter means business.

PASSENGER VAN
STANDARD 2-STAGE TURBO DIESEL ENGINE
WITH 7-SPEED TRANSMISSION 2
OPTIONAL V6 DIESEL ENGINE
WITH 5-SPEED TRANSMISSION 2
LONGER SERVICE INTERVALS 3
SPACIOUS REAR CARGO AREA
TALL INTERIOR STANDING HEIGHT
LOCKING HINGED REAR DOORS OPEN
270 DEGREES
WIDE SIDE-DOOR OPENINGS
3-POINT SEAT BELTS AND HEADRESTS
OPTIONAL SLIDING STEP
OPTIONAL REAR A/C
OPTIONAL MULTIFUNCTION STEERING WHEEL
CUSTOMIZED UPFITTING POSSIBILITIES 11

60.6 door clearance

CLASS-LEADING 4

65.0

59.9 door clearance

With greater accessibility, spacious storage and an impressive interior standing height of up to 6'4", the Sprinter
Passenger Van also features a low step-in height, three- and four-seat benches as well as optional rear air conditioning
for transportation without perspiration.
128.5

36.2

INTERIOR STANDING HEIGHT

12.5

Select from our configuration options and create the Sprinter Passenger Van that fits your business
best. However you measure it, the Sprinter has an ideal configuration for you and your passengers.

CARGO VOLUME

40.2

SIDE STEP-IN HEIGHT
128.5

whell base 144.3
overall length 233.3

STANDARD ROOF

48.8

144" WHEELBASE

60.6 door clearance

76.4

65.0

36.2
TURNING DIAMETER

71.7 door clearance

59.9 door clearance

2500
96.3"
(144" WB)

REAR DOOR OPENING

72.4 door clearance

169.3

SIDE DOOR OPENING

12.5

36.2

F_RK1

F_RK2

12.5

F_SH1

wheelbase 144.3
overall length 233.3
GAMMA

48.8
40.2

whell base 144.3
overall length 233.3

48.8

wheel base 170.3
overall length ca. 274.2
51.2 door clearance

40.2

HIGH ROOF

169.3

40.2
63.6

170" WHEELBASE

72.4 door clearance

76.4

71.7 door clearance

70.1 cargo width max.

2500
107.5"
(144", 170" WB)

61.6 door clearance

36.2

F_RK1

53.1

68.1

F_RK2

12.5

F_SH1

AMMAG

GAMMA

63.6
40.2

48.8

wheelbase 144.3
233.3

wheel base 170.3
overall length overall
ca. 274.2 length

51.2 door clearance

40.2

63.6

68.5
76.8

wheelbase 170.3
overall length 274.2
51.2 door clearance

Measurements in inches unless otherwise noted.

70.1 cargo width max.

40.2

Safety features that can help protect you today—and down the road.

Blind Spot Assist5 helps the driver avoid
accidents by giving visible warnings when
it detects vehicles in the blind spot.

Features listed above are available in the Active Safety
Plus options package.

COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST6 is a
radar-based proximity warning system that
issues visual and audible warnings when vehicles
traveling ahead come within a potentially
dangerous distance. In emergency situations,
boosted braking pressure levels assist
automatically to help prevent rear-end collisions.

Lane Keeping Assist7 provides the
driver with audible and visible warnings if
the vehicle leaves its lane unintentionally.
A camera in the windshield monitors the
road ahead, detecting when you may
veer away from lane markings.

MODEL TYPE

2500 STANDARD ROOF

WHEELBASE

144" WB

Highbeam Assist utilizes a camera
located on the inside of the windshield to
monitor traffic ahead. When activated, it
controls the headlight main beam to
provide the best possible road illumination.

2500 HIGH ROOF
144" WB

170" WB

Turning Diameter (ft) Wall To Wall

47.6

47.6

54.6

Load Height — Rear

27.6

27.6

27.4

Door Opening Height — Rear

60.6

72.4

72.4

Door Opening Width — Rear

61.6

61.6

61.6

Interior Width at Wheelhouse

53.1

53.1

53.1

Interior Height

65.0

76.4

76.4

Maximum Available GVWR (lb)

8,550

8,550

8,550

Maximum Payload (lb) 4-Cyl.

2,864

2,803

2,422

Maximum Payload (lb) 6-Cyl.

2,811

2,750

2,368

Maximum Towing (lb)

5,000

5,000

5,000

Measurements in inches unless otherwise noted.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT PACKAGES			

Driver Comfort Package
				
Comfort seat (driver) • Comfort seat (passenger) •Two additional master
keys • 12V outlet at driverʼs seat base • Hinged lid for storage compartment
							
Driver Efficiency Package					
Becker® MAP PILOT navigation system • Lockable glove compartment 		
• Rear view camera10 • Fog lamps • Cruise control
							
Active Safety Plus Package					
Multifunction steering wheel with trip computer • Light and rain sensor 		
• Blind Spot Assist5, COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST6, Lane Keeping
Assist7, Highbeam Assist • Pixel matrix display • Heated and electrically
adjustable mirrors • Windshield with filter band • Overhead control panel
with two reading lamps • First-aid kit • Emergency flashlight
							
Active Safety Plus Package with PARKTRONIC 		
Includes all elements of Active Safety Plus Package plus PARKTRONIC
							
Premium Appearance Package				
Headlamp cleaning system • Bi-Xenon headlamps • Light alloy wheels
							
Cold Weather Package					
Heat insulation front compartment • Heated front passenger seat 		
• Insulated rear compartment • Heated driverʼs seat •Heater booster
							
Rear Passenger Comfort Package				
AGM battery, 12V 95A • Cupholders in passenger compartment
• Air conditioning rear, incl. additional battery • Convenience lighting in
passenger compartment • Seat armrest, rear seats (left and right) 		
• Rear door step
							
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT				
Mercedes-Benz offers innovative options that enhance your Sprinter’s
appearance, performance, comfort and safety. Select from individual options
or option packages that help your Sprinter work harder for your business.
See your authorized Mercedes-Benz Sprinter dealer for a complete list.

Simplified—and smart—
financing solutions.
Through Mercedes-Benz Financial Services, we offer a variety of
financing products and solutions with flexible benefits and
competitive rates tailored specifically to your business. Whether
you need a simple-interest loan or a leasing solution, our dedicated
commercial finance experts are ready to work for you, ensuring a
first-class financing experience. See your Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
dealer for current rates.

Extra protection for the
road ahead.
All Mercedes-Benz Sprinters come standard with our 24-hour
Roadside Assistance Program8 and expert advice 24/7 through the
Mercedes-Benz Customer Assistance Center. But we don’t stop there.
A Mercedes-Benz Extended Limited Warranty9 offers the added
peace of mind to drive your business even further. With protection
beginning immediately after the original warranty expires, you can
have your Sprinter repaired by factory-trained technicians using
high-tech diagnostic equipment and completed with Genuine
Mercedes-Benz Parts. Choose 1, 2 and 3-year options up to
125,000 miles with no deductibles or cumbersome claims processing.
Take advantage of the money-saving value of a Prepaid Maintenance
contract and enjoy even more value from Sprinter Authorized
Service. Pay for maintenance in advance (rather than per visit) and
help lower the cost of owning a Mercedes-Benz Sprinter. Purchase
a PPM contract now and protect against potential and unexpected
cost increases for parts and service down the road.

ENDNOTES
1. Fuel savings estimate of up to 18% according to FTP75 testing of engine OM651 (4-cylinder) versus OM642 (V6). Individual mileage will vary, based on factors including vehicle load, driving style, road conditions and fuel quality.
2. Requires the use of ultra-low-sulfur diesel fuel. Mercedes-Benz Sprinters are approved to use B5 biodiesel (approved diesel fuel with a maximum 5% biodiesel content) in all BlueTEC® engines. The only approved biodiesel content
is one that both meets ASTM D6751 specifications and has the oxidation stability necessary to prevent deposit-/corrosion-related damages to the system (min. 6h, proven by EN14112 method). Please see your service station for
further information. If the B5 biodiesel blend does not clearly indicate that it meets the above standards, please do not use it. The Mercedes-Benz Sprinter New Vehicle Limited Warranty does not cover damage caused by
non-Mercedes-Benz approved fuel standards.
3. Driver is responsible for monitoring fluid levels and tire pressure between service visits. See Maintenance Booklet for details.
4. Based on a comparison of the Automotive News classification of full-size commercial vans at time of print.
5. Blind Spot Assist may not be sufficient to avoid all accidents involving vehicles in your blind spot and does not estimate the speed of approaching vehicles. It should not be used as a sole substitute for driver awareness and
checking of surrounding traffic conditions.
6. COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST may not be sufficient to avoid an accident. It does not react to certain stationary objects, nor recognize or predict the curvature and/or lane layout of the road or every movement of vehicles ahead.
It is the driver’s responsibility at all times to be attentive to traffic and road conditions, and to provide the steering, braking and other driving inputs necessary to retain control of the vehicle. Drivers are cautioned not to wait for the
system’s alerts before braking, as that may not afford sufficient time and distance to brake safely.
7. Lane Keeping Assist may be insufficient to alert a fatigued or distracted driver of lane drift and cannot be relied on to avoid an accident or serious injury.
8. The Sprinter Roadside Assistance Program is only available for vehicles covered under warranty and includes such services as towing, jump-start in the event of a dead battery and assistance with the installation of a spare tire.
9. Extended Limited Warranty (ELW) not available in all states. Contact your local Mercedes-Benz Sprinter dealer to verify availability.
10. Rear view camera does not audibly notify driver of nearby objects and is not a substitute for actively checking around the vehicle for any obstacles or people. Images displayed may be limited by camera field of view, weather,
lighting conditions and the presence of dirt, ice or snow on the camera.
11. Please see your dealer for warranty information for accessories and upfitted equipment.
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